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About This Game

LocoSoccer is a fun, crazy physics-based soccer game where you must do a lot of goals to win cups and accesories for your
team. Your objective is easy: win all cups with your goals.

How awesome is that?

First, choose a difficulty to start playing with. Start playing as the blue team.

In your team, there are 5 players. 3 groups. The first group is the goalkeeper, the second the defenders and the third the
midfields.

Use your numpad/numbers from 1 to 3 to control the groups of your team.
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The main ability you can develop in LocoSoccer is using SHIFT, not exactly is a key but a skill. This key toggles the ability to
spin your characters while they move, making them do amazing goals, saves and movements. It's all about this little key,

although is not neccesary and you can play without it, it's the essential gameplay part of LocoSoccer.

Awesome music! Our composer Daniel Vásquez created awesome techno music for LocoSoccer that will make you
hum.

Available on PC, Mac and Linux.

Customization You'll be able to buy a lot of stuff in the store, to customize your team and to play with different balls.

2-players Mode If Singleplayer is boring for you, why not try it with friends? You can customize the team of both
players.

Great graphics A 3D-2D scenario enhanced with Lens Flare, an entire functional city, and the LocoMountain.

Excellent ambience You will feel like in a real stadium. The supporters will sing, cheer, play music and a lot of stuff.
With an airplane, a coach, your partners watching you, birds, and more included!

Difficulty It adjusts to your gameplay and you can change it whenever you want. From easy, to medium and hard: the
way your opponent plays and the duration the match has will change.

Training Not sure how the gameplay works? Check this out, with the original AI and the desire difficulty in an infinite
time.

An objective! There is an actual ending in the game. Buy all the cups and watch it.

Crazy movement Press SHIFT to make your players rotate in different directions, to make the ball enter in the
opponent's goal.

Referee He'll take care if the ball is not being played for a long time, and also end the match and whistle the goal.
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Hours of gameplay You'll spend a lot of hours to play all the neccesary matches, adquire the 100% effectivity and win
all the cups.

-
Copyright data: All the names are fictional and were made for this game only.
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Title: LocoSoccer
Genre: Indie, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
Startreming
Publisher:
Startreming
Release Date: 9 Dec, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, or higher

Processor: Core 2 Duo or equivalent

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4440 or better

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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el loco soccer. loco soccer game. loco soccer guthrie. loco soccer guthrie ok. loco soccer oyna

Go ahead to uninstall it!. Okay so first off love the art style and idea its definetly unique and a lot of hardwork was put into the
game. Though I wasnt able to finish the game I liked it but some of it was too hard to figure out or to understand what to do next
so I used a guide. I couldnt finish the game not because I didnt want to but because my game was glitched because apparently
you need to get grubs in the saw room and they werent there for me. I like the wacky story, background, ideas and characters
and I wish I could have finished the game but I couldnt. But amazed that this is free because it is a really good game so far and it
seems more like a game you would pay for rather than a free one. I would rate 8/10 just because I really like its potential to
introduce more awesome ideas and because of the work put itno this.. Super Skelly Quest 2018 is my favorite game of the last
century.. This route for Train Simulator is very good it is A Expansion pack you get 2 Good Locomotives and A 70 mile track
line that goes thorough Florida and beautiful Scenery its worth it.. This game is the second in the Dark Parables series and it
starts to develop a general presentation that would eventually be carried over the series, like the maps that informs you where
there’s still things to be done. The story is simple: the daughter of an ambassador and her bodyguard went missing on the woods,
a place known for the sightings of the malicious exiled prince. The Fairy Tale Detective’s job is to locate the girl and uncover
the truth.
Here we find out that the prince was the brother-in-law of the princess in the previous title, Briar Rose, and married to the
princess Ivy. This story is going to be important and have significant ties throughout the entire series.
Gameplay-wise, the puzzles and what has to be done aren’t as intuitive as in the later titles and the game still didn’t inform the
players about the cursed objects, the small morphing objects that when found will speed up the recharge of the hints button. The
bonus chapter also has one of the worst Hidden Object Scenes in the entire series.
Otherwise, the enjoyable story is this game’s strong suit and a must play if you want to keep up with the series. The events and
plot elements from this one go as far as the 15th game in the series.. AMAZING! This is one of the side scrolling bullet hell
games I have ever played. Why it only has 31 reviews blows my mind. Everyone who is a fan of the genera should buy this game
RIGHT NOW.. Great Game. Hard and really frustrating.
Feel really accomplished when a mission is completed.
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Pretty good. The game pacing is a bit too fast for a puzzle game.
It is really annoying missing something by a pixel then have to do entire room again. A self-save feature wouldn't be bad. Not a
fan of the dark rooms; the darkness mechanic doesnt really add anything except more trial and error.
On that topic, puzzles have too much dependence on trial and error. You have no freaking idea what a button does until you
press it.. So I have a few thousand hours between the MotoGP games since 2013 and I've enjoyed the games by the most part
(sim difficulty/pro physics). The physics require much more precision on our end and I feel as though the tires here are working
accurately as they would a real MotoGP bike per comments from Aleix. In previous games, I was really able to overload the
front to scrub off speed but now in this game it requires much more straight line speed or you low side fairly easily. As in other
reviews the AI isn't as realistic. In 2017 any small touch and they'd crash, in VRTG it was as it is now, a touch and they'd just be
bumped, in 2015 they would crash as in 2017. It seems a bit more realistic. In regards to the other review about tire choice and
everything. Having that be more realistic might be helpful, but I know from changing settings in previous games that it's all
based around a designated time regarding an attribute. (race performance in previous games). So none of the variables that
affect the player affect the AI as long as the AI put in relative times. Overall, I feel as though the game was slimmed down
feature wise to increase storage for the games much better graphics. I have no problems with loading but I also have an i7 with
an NVMe SSD for my hard drive. It is kind of atrocious on a typical mechanical drive. I have a lot of issues at the Brno track,
no matter the difficulty, high or low it always seems like I'm on a Moto2 bike being passed by all GP18s. Other than that
frustration the game is pretty good. As a huge MGP fan and a fan of this series the improvements are nice especially the track
accuracy.. WHATCHA GONNA DO WHEN HULKAMANIA RUNS WILD ALL OVER YOU, BROTHER!?!?. I named
myself after a black man (Nelson Mendella) and immediately was lynched by flying fried chicken. This game is racist.

10\/10. A great intriguing ghost and mystery story about a tragic murder and it's consequences for some of the tenants in a
haunted apartment building. I really enjoyed this and it is actually my 1st visual novel. Recommended highly for those who
really like a good ghost story. A story that reads more like a mystery than a real horror story, with the two main characters acting
as detectives trying to uncover the tragic tale, of what happened in one of the apartment units nearest to them.. Great demo from
the Devs. Scary stuff.

I really like the locomation system where you grasp the controllers and swing your arms to move - its amazing how fast you can
go when you are scared.

Creepy. Eeire and dark in the right places.

Get it and play it.

Looking forward to the game.
. This game is alot of fun, plenty of action, slaying of heretics, etc. however the reason i give this a thumbs down is because its
not worth $40, it took me 5 hours to complete and some people could prebably do it in less, this is one of those games id stick at
$20 it has very little replay-ability and i feel its price is unjustified.. Very nice!
I didnt care a motion sickness during my play
Most VR contents focus on just experience
But i think this game has pretty interesting plot.
I expect the next episode.. I admit, I bought this impulsively when I saw "Ryan North."

Then I saw all the other art credits, and I immediately bought a gift copy, too (it doesn't hurt that it's so inexpensive).

I've just now finally, actually played it.

I was not disappointed! What a blast. Sure, it's an interactive book, but it's funny. This may also be the nerdiest take on
Shakespeare I've ever seen.

It was also kind of fun trying to guess who drew what.

10/10, will invent central heating again.
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